


VOCAB OF THE DAY



=> Vocab of the day :-

1. CONSTRAINT (NOUN) : (प्रतिबंध) : inhibition
Synonyms: uneasiness, embarrassment
Antonyms: openness
Example Sentence: They would be able to talk without constraint.

2. CONVALESCE (VERB) : (अच्छा हो जाना) : recuperate
Synonyms: recover, improve
Antonyms: deteriorate
Example Sentence: He spent eight months convalescing after the stroke.

3. UNWAVERING (ADJECTIVE) : (स्थिर) : steady
Synonyms: fixed resolute
Antonyms: unsteady
Example Sentence: She fixed him with an unwavering stare.
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ENGLISH GRAMMAR 

ARTICLES

Definition :- The words which are used for describing the importance &
singularity of Noun in the sentences known as articles.

Types of Articles :- There are two types of articles.

1) Definite Article :- It is used for showing the importance of noun.
2) Indefinite Article :- It is used for showing the singularity of noun. 

Types of alphabets

VOWELS
(followed by sound)

A, E, I, O, U

SEMI - VOWELS
(starting with sound of vowel)

S, L, N, R, H, F……..

CONSONANTS
(no sound followed)

K, C, T, G, P…….
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Points to remember :-

1) Vowels are followed by sound not the words in the sentences.
2) Semi-vowels can be treated as a consonant but consonants can’t be treated as a semi-

vowel.

Use of Definite Article :- It’s used to describe the importance of noun in the
sentences.

RULE (1)   The – दा :- followed by consonants
The – दी :- followed by vowels

Eg :- The Engineer, The MLA, The End……….
The Manager, The President, The Prime Minister………
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RULE (2) The + Same :-

Eg :- 1) He is the same boy that abused you yesterday.
2) It is the same way by that you can go to your home.

RULE (3) The + Space :-

NOTE :- Space can be used in two ways, first as a Place (जगह), second as
Space (अंिररक्ष) in the sentences & we have to use “THE” with space (जगह).

Eg :- 1) There is the space for keeping this table in this room.
2) Elon Musk launched a satellite to space.
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RULE (4) The + Comparative Degree (Starting of the sentence) :-

Eg :- 1) The Higher you go, The Cooler you feel.
2) The more you earn, The more you want.
3) Aman & Sonu are good friends and better one will get this job.

RULE (5) The + Country (Federal Country) :-

NOTE :- “THE” can be used with United, Kingdom, Republic, Soviet, Union in the sentences 
for showing federal countries. 

Eg :- The USA, The UK, The USSR………..
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RULE (6) The + Era (युग) :-

Eg :- 1) Indians had to face so many problems in the British Era.
2) Britishers came in the Mughal Era.

RULE (7) The + Proper Noun (whenever compared) :-

Eg :- 1) Prabhu deva is the Michael Jackson of India.
2) Rahul is the Salman Khan in body building.

RULE (8) The + Newspaper (English only) :-

Eg :- The Hindu, The Hindustan Times, The Times of India…………..
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RULE (9) The + Title (उपातध) :-

Eg :- The Great Ashoka, The Iron Man……….

RULE (10) The + Ordinal numbers :-

Eg :- The first, The second, The third……...

RULE (11) The + Place (Purpose, Reason, Name) :-

Eg :- 1) Sam goes to the school to attend meetings.
2) Reena went to the temple to meet her friends. 
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RULE (12) The + Name of particular things :-

NOTE :- We have to use article “THE” with the name of given things in the sentences.

LIKE :- Directions, Airways, Historical monuments, Desserts, Famous
roads, Banks, Musical Instruments, Islands, Rivers, Sea, Oceans,
Religion, Worship places, Holy books, Designation, Nationality,
Acronyms (short form), Organization, Committee, Club, Mountain
range, Political parties, Museum, Theater, Hotel, Library…………
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=> Practice Exercise :-

Ques. (1) :- Manager said to (a)/ me that better you (b)/ 
do, the greater (c)/ You earn in this branch. (d)/ No Error (e)
Sol. :- Error in (b) part, add ‘the’ before ‘better’.

Ques. (2) :- My friend and  (a)/ sonu got (b)/ second prize in this (c)/
dressing competition. (d)/ No Error (e)
Sol. :- Error in (c) part, add ‘the’ before ‘second’.

Quest. (3) :- They went to (a)/ hospital for taking (b)/ the information (c)/ 
about this patient. (d)/ No Error (e)
Sol. :- Error in (b) part, add ‘the’ before ‘hospital’.
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=> Practice Exercise :-

Ques. (4) :- You said to me (a)/ Arjun is Sachin Tendulkar (b)/ 
of our team (c)/ and we can win this match. (d)/ No Error (e)
Sol. :- Error in (b) part, add ‘the’ before ‘Sachin Tendulkar’.

Ques. (5) :- I know about (a)/ the situation and (b)/ BJP will win (c)/
this election with majority. (d)/ No Error (e)
Sol. :- Error in (c) part, add ‘the’ before ‘BJP’.

Quest. (6) :- People come to India (a)/ for watching (b)/ Taj Mahal (c)/ 
from all over the world. (d)/ No Error (e)
Sol. :- Error in (c) part, add ‘the’ before ‘Taj Mahal’.




